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Weekly Newsletter from 9-13 July 2018
Interesting time is beginning for investors…
Dear Members,
First, I would like to wish all good luck to divers who are trying to rescue 12 children of soccer team
from the cave of Thailand. We pray for safety and good health for kids. My most of favourite team are
out from FIFA except England so lets hope that England wins this world cup.
Last week commodities had a tough week as traders were not sure how badly the trade war between
China and USA could impact the commodity market, especially Soy bean prices in USA and base metals
prices in China as both of these are in the tariff list. In early Jan 2016 Glencore (Key commodity and
natural resources company) was in trouble with falling oil prices and lower natural resources prices. I
published a big report on that in 2016, and after that Glencore restructured the deal with financial
institutions and the rise in oil and other base metals prices helped its stock prices. Also, the deal went
in their favor because the interest rate was very low. It looks like Glencore is out of the wood but if
grains, oil and base metals lose value in the future from here, then once again everyone will watch
Glencore closely. Glencore stock prices moved from $1.00 to $5.50 in the last 30 months. I don’t see
Glencore is going back to problem again even if USA and China trade war issue get worst.
This year our view was very negative on base metals and I still don’t see base metals and other
industrial metals rising soon again but surely agriculture prices will stabilize and oil will remain in 15
to 18% range from here to the year end.
Last week Soy bean made almost a decade’s low in USA market, but in other world soy prices are still
holding nice value. India prices have been holding very well. The Currency market plays a key role. The
fall in Brazilian real is helping Brazilian exporters, and they don’t mind even fulfilling their commitment
of supply.
The current astro cycle is not great for commodity prices and commodity long traders. The Bear will
have the upper hand in coming time.
Last week the recovery in coffee and Soy prices clearly indicated that the low has been formed in both
these agricultural products. Commodity markets is very leveraged, and it can make you a great amount
of money if you are right on a few future market trades. In 2005, I was taking very leveraged trade in
commodities trading in one of my close friends account. He said “Mahendra, I don’t mind losing this
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money because his account was down from $20000 to $18000.” His account went from $18000 to
$4.75 million within 4 months and 15 days. Leverage trades are also very dangerous because there is
always risk of losing everything. Also, options trading is the same; if you are right then you can make
limitless money. I have given the example of the story of my Silver trade of 2002 many times. In early
2002 when silver was trading around $4.38 I bought call options worth $300000 in silver of 2005
December expiry and strike price was $7.00 (my cost was $0.01 one cent for each call because no bank
thought that prices could move that fast because the commodity market was totally depressed that
time), and the reason I took this bet was because my astro indications were showing a clear bullish
trend in silver. In 2005 I just cashed in $50000 in third quarter and closed positions, if I would have
bought the same call of 2007 then I would have made almost $375 million dollars.
I think the astro cycle of individuals are also very important to understand whether in their own
personal chart gains are written or not, and if yes then when. Favorable Astro Timing for each
individual is very important to see when to take risk and when not to, which sector, currencies or
commodity are favorable and which are negative for us. There are so many factors involving our life
and they all could be revealed by reading the astro chart. Only a good astrologer could be able to guide
you on the correct path on time frame but unfortunately 99% are fake astrologers because they just
learn the basics in astrology and start becoming astrologer and most people get trapped with them so
be aware of that.
Let me come back to the market; Last week dollar came down as predicted and at this stage we were
able to predict very accurately the short-term bottom and top. We recommended buying dollar Index
at 88.31 with target of 95.15, and dollar exactly bottomed out at 88.31 and correctly tested 95.15
level. Most of the traders have booked profit in USD at 95.15 on our recommendations. Now it is
important that you remain a short-term trader.
On gold we were able to predict the top at $1357 and the first important bottom at $1238 level which
got achieved but apart from booking some profit at $1238 in short trade, we are not recommending
buying. Many of the base metals collapsed between 15 to 25% as predicted. Read very carefully the
metal sections below in this week’s newsletter.
Last week oil remained in the mixed trading pattern; it traded around the price of $73.88 level which
was the predicted crucial level. Oil prices are trading as per our prediction, but this week is very crucial
and we will describe in detail below.
Softs and grains are forming a bottom but a few of the agricultural commodities look very interesting
in our astro chart and astro cycles.
Last week S&P performed amazingly well; S&P bounced back from the most important astro support
of 2688 level and now it is heading towards the most important astro resistance level. If S&P behaves
as predicted, then 3200 for S&P and 9000 level for Nasdaq mini are not very far.
Watch the important support & resistance levels updated on Monday, the 9st July 2018:
•

Gold failed to move above the finally breached $1262 level after testing $1239 predicted level.
Now $1263 will be the crucial astro resistance level and $1239 is the important astro support
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level. Silver will move in the range of $16.45 to $15.75 level. For the next many months gold
may not be able to cross $1283 and $1305 and a major support level will be at $1209 level.
For silver the major astro support will be at $14.75.
•

Base metals are starting a negative astro cycle from 11 June 2018. Copper came down from
$332 and breached $2.91 which may take it towards $268 and Palladium from $1055 to $825.
Zinc from 3578 to 2700, and many other industrial metals traded around 2018 lows.

•

The important astro resistance level for oil will be $73.88, oil won’t able to close above this
level for the three to five days in the row.

•

Buy gas only if it closes above $2.61 for three days. Closing below $2.61 may take gas towards
$2.43 level. The maximum higher side is $3.15 and lower side $2.42 level for the short to
medium term so keep these levels in mind. Close long around $2.98 level and start selling at
$3.15.

•

ERX came down to $35.98 and ERX trading above this level could take prices up to $40.55
which is great selling levels.

•

As predicted, Thirty Year held 143-00 level, now 147-00 will be a crucial astro support level.
One can add more buying positions in TTT, TBT, and TMV.

•

The major astro support is still at 2688, and resistance at 2743 and 2788 level. Rest of Indexes
will follow S&P, and emerging market currencies gaining will support emerging market as well
as emerging market etfs.

•

Dollar Index bounced back from 88.31 and tested 95.15 level as predicted. Now support will
at 93.48 level. These achieved: Selling recommendations pound at 1.4475 and Euro at 1.2495.
Selling around these levels is recommended with a price target of 1.3275 and 1.1675 and
1.1555. Stay away from Australian dollar, Canadian dollar and Franc. Yen will remain weaker.
Emerging market currencies will gain value.

•

For Orange Juice the lower side is $133 and the higher side $169. Cotton and coffee started
acting positively, major support at $112.35. Sugar tested $11.71 lower side predicted target,
may test $10.81 and cotton important support at $82.88 level, if closes above this then we
may see 93.88 to 96.75. Coffee shall be in buying list.

•

Sell lumber at $609 with the target of $435, and cocoa at $2881 with target of $2275 level.

•

Soy oil has had a major astro support at $30.11, and resistance at $35.11. Selling is
recommended at $34.88. Selling recommended in wheat at $568, Corn $523, soy bean $1088
and Soy meal $400.

•

Soy has achieved the bottom of $836 level. A bullish trend in soy will only start once it closes
above $888 for five days.

•

INCL, LBJ, BRZU and YINN have achieved bottom.
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Let’s see what this week indicates for commodities, Bond, currencies and stock market. Here is this
week’s newsletter from 9-13 July 2018:
GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS
Last week base metals traded lower; it was a tough time for
traders who were bullish in all these industrial commodities

and still a lot of pain is pending. Sometimes
we need to have patience because astro
cycles have always guided us accurately but
many times I make an error reading these
cycles so it is my mistake. Many times, I
stated that I won’t become
a master in reading astro
cycles because it is a very
vast theory and we can’t
catch every second of it
because every second the
wheel of time is moving.
That’s the reason I focus
more on the longer-term
outlook,
which
has
provided fortunes for
many
investors
who
understand and act accurately on my theory.
Last week gold held the important level of $1238; silver and platinum were following gold. Platinum
came to around a ten-year low.
This week gold and silver will open stable to positive on Monday in the Asian market but will give away
gains in late European trading sessions or in USA sessions, so we are recommending selling gold and
silver.
On Tuesday the weakness will continue in precious metals from Asian trading and prices will keep
moving down.
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Wednesday is also a negative
day for precious metals, but on
the lower side prices will hold
value. On Thursday, a both
sides trend is indicated so
remain alert or cover short
positions if you have any.
Friday will be the most
important and crucial day for
precious metals because astro
indicators are in a very
interesting combination such
that either the astro cycle will break precious metals on the lower side, or it will bring precious metals
out of the danger zone. I will try my best to guide you on that.
It looks like Gold may try to hold value of $1238, but if it starts trading below this level then we may
see the $1209 level very quickly. Friday is the most important day precious metals. On the higher side
gold will struggle to move above $1263, and in the extreme case it may test $1281 but the chances of
that look slim. Last week dollar weakness was unable to boost metals trend so watch USD, though I
don’t see major rise and fall in USD but surely 92.00 level in Dollar Index is possible.
Base metals are trading as predicted. This week we are not recommending any buying in copper, zinc,
lead, nickel and palladium. If on Monday base metals trades negative, then they will remain weaker
or negative until Wednesday. From the lower side of Thursday and Friday we are expecting recovery
so trade accordingly.
If base metals open negative on Friday and close negative, then I recommend staying away.
Surely after such a sharp fall we recommended covering 50% short positions last week on Thursday
and Friday. This week we recommend covering more short positions on weakness.
Overall - Overall trend in base metals and precious metals doesn’t look that great due to negative
astro combinations so I won’t recommend any new buying positions neither in precious nor base
metals. Many of the base metals have achieved our lower side level.
Monday’s astro combination recommendation – Monday we recommend selling precious metals on
higher side and cover some short in base metals on weakness. No buying is recommended neither
in precious or base metals.

Monday’s trading range: (September 2018 contract):
GOLD: $1262.00 to $1248.00 August
SILVER: $16.23 TO $15.90
COPPER: $285.50 TO $279.20
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PALLADIUM: $955.00 TO $941.00
PLATINUM: $856.00 TO $839.00 October
INDEXES
Last week most of the markets traded mixed, but USA market
made handsome gains. S&P close around 2762 level which
is a great sign and now we shall be watching 2788 level
closely, which is a profit booking level. Last year in May
June and July our every recommendation of buying
provided nice profits to buyers and also we recommended
booking profit around 2788 level which was proven
accurate. This time also we are recommending booking
profit. May to July 11 we mentioned market to struggle to move higher and that proven right as well
because market every time market came down from the higher level.
Now 11th July is an important day and it is coming during this week, so surely get ready to buy positions
on any weakness because a new bull market is about to begin.
First, we are recommending to book profit at around 2788 level and buying market around 2741 level.
Due to the positive astro cycle, we don’t see S&P going below 2741 level so watch this closely. A major
important level will be 2828; close 100% long positions at this level but don’t short the market because
we are about to enter into a bullish cycle.
If S&P closes above 2828 for five consecutive days, then surely it will mark the beginning of new era
in the global market. S&P will first test 2878 level and then it will form a strong bottom between 2878
to 2828 level. Once this takes place, then we shall see S&P immediately moving towards 2975 to 3018
level which shall get achieved in the next two months.
I am writing about S&P more
because most of the markets will
closely follow S&P from 11th July
regardless of the currency
movement or trade war issues,
so I highly recommend our
international traders to give
importance to the S&P move.
NASDAQ has been a key player
but it will also follow S&P so both
these indexes will walk together.
Two sectors to watch:
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Many experts of Wall-Street believe that my prediction of S&P testing 3200 to 3800 can come true
because they believe that energy and biotech have started participating in the rally but I disagree with
them because I still don’t call a bull trend in biotech stocks. Yes, six weeks back we called the
bottoming out of biotech index, and we are recommended buying for the short period. Biotech has
performed very well in the last six weeks but we are not recommending staying long all the way from
here. I will recommend booking profit by the end of July in this sector. Surely, we are not
recommending shorting any biotech stocks because they have bottomed out, but still there is enough
time pending to acquire these stocks.
On the other hand, energy experts are very excited about the oil prices movement, but we don’t call
a bull market in energy stocks at all. In fact, we are not calling a bull market in energy stocks - and we
are recommending that it is a great opportunity to sell all these stocks and get out from the energy
sector. For many energy fund, hedge funds and fund it is mandatory due to subscription documents
to hold some positions in the energy markets then should hold key technology companies which are
focusing on bring up new technology for explorations efficacy and better quality of fuel because
traditions energy or oil companies won’t perform that well.
Our favorite sectors are tech, banking, cannabis and lithium/e-car battery.
The negative astro time cycle is ending on 11th July for most of the emerging markets so it’s a great
time to build buying positions in BRZU, LBJ, INDL, YINN and ARGT. All of these are good for the longer
term. Short term buying is recommended in INDL and YINN.
On Monday most markets will remain in the mixed to positive trend. We may see some profit booking
coming in the late hours or in the last hour of trading.
On Tuesday we recommend staying sidelined as some profit booking will come in all major markets.
If most of the market close higher on Tuesday then we may see a bull market starting form here only
rather than from next week.
On Wednesday most of the markets will trade mixed or on both sides. International news will once
again dominate the floor, most probably the trade war and some weather-related disasters.
On Thursday markets will remain in the mixed to positive side directions.
On Friday we see markets remaining in an uncertain pattern; I am not recommending any buying if
the market starts trading weaker as it can keep falling non-stop because then Friday’s astro
combinations are dangerous so watch Friday very carefully. I will recommend booking profit on the
higher side on Thursday in most of the markets.
I will try my best to update you.
Monday’s astro combination recommendation: Stay long, day trader can book profit on higher sides
on Monday and Tuesday. Wait for Late Tuesday’s flashnews for Wednesday.

Monday’s trading ranges: (September 2018 Contracts)
HONG KONG (cash) –28700 to 28255
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NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 10839 TO 10748
NIKKEI – 22005 to 21718
CAC – 5407 TO 5361
DAX – 12611 TO 12483
DEX EURO STOXX – 3466 – 3432
FTSE – 7598 TO 7541
FTSE/JSE (Cash) – 51515 to 50992
DOW e-mini – 24538 TO 24377
S&P e-mini – 2775.00 TO 2753.00
NASDAQ 100 e-mini – 7288 TO 7191
RUSSELL e-mini – 1711.00 TO 1693.00
THIRTY YEAR BOND
Last week Thirty Year bond traded positive as predicted.
Slowly prices of Thirty Year are gaining value. This week we
are still recommending buying on weakness. We are not
recommending any short at this stage. Those who bought
on our recommendations must close long at 147-00 level
and wait for our next recommendation.
On Monday we see a mixed kind of trading take place.
On Tuesday we see Bond prices gaining small value.
On Wednesday Both side movement will continue so trading in and out.
On Thursday we are recommending buying positions in Thirty Year.
On Friday we see Thirty Year bond moving higher and it may cross 147-00 level.
Stay away from all major etfs like TTT, TBT and TMV. We recommend staying sidelined without any
new buying this week. Surely next week will be a good week to take some long positions.

Mondays astro combination recommendation – Close long at 147-00 level.
Monday’s trading range (September 2018 contract):
TREASURY BOND – 146.09 TO 145-10
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SOFT COMMODITIES
Last week softs traded negative but then on Friday cotton and
coffee recovered sharply higher. Other softs also gained
small value due to the sharp recovery in commodity prices,
especially agri-commodities. This week looks mixed for softs
but the way coffee prices moved higher is confirming that
coffee formed a low last week and is heading in a new
direction. We are not expecting any V shape recovery, so any
sharp higher side move could be taken as a profit booking
opportunity.
This week we strongly recommend selling Orange Juice and Lumber. Any rise during this week shall
be taken as a selling opportunity with the target of another 15 to 20% corrections in both these softs
so throughout this week selling is recommended.
On the other hand, cocoa will trade mixed, and the lower side is limited. Buy cocoa around $2300 if
prices go there. Selling is recommended if prices go to the $2575 level. Trading between these ranges
will provide nice profits to short term traders.
Sugar traded around the lower side level. We strongly recommend to stay sidelined; if sugar closes
below $11.18 then we see it testing $10.71 level. Safe buying in sugar will be only at $9.78 and on the
higher side it won’t move above 12.15 level so take this as a selling level.
Cotton traded sharply higher on Friday; it gained more than 3% value. Once again, we are
recommending booking profit on the higher side on Monday or around $88.88 level and $82.28 level
is good buy. Remain a short-term trader in cotton.
Coffee made a huge reverse on Friday, it was a very important move. We still believe that cotton may
not remain below $112.00 level and that
was proven last week and may prove right
again so any sharp weakness shall be
taken as a buying opportunity. Don’t
expect any major one side rally in coffee
at this stage, don’t expect that you will
make tons of money in coffee in 2018 but
surely in 2019 and 2020 you will make
fortune so plan your longer-term trades
or long-term positions in coffee
accordingly. Plan your call options
strategy well and then go for a holiday for
the next 18 months and your account will
be 30 to 50 times higher.
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At this stage coffee will struggle to close above $116.75 level so close long. On the lower side $112.00
is a key support level.
Monday to Tuesday prices will trade on both sides and may hold value but on Wednesday and
Thursday prices will trade uncertain or weaker. Friday will be a good day to buy on weakness.
Monday astro combination recommendations – Higher side one can book profit in softs like cotton,
coffee and shorts lumber and orange juice.

Monday’s trading range: (Sep 2018 Contract)
COFFEE: $116.95 TO $112.01
COTTON: 86.57 TO 83.64 Dec
SUGAR: $11.75 TO $11.33
COCOA: 2502 TO 2430
LUMBER: 543 TO 533
ORANGE JUICE: 171.15 TO 166.15
GRAINS
Last week Grain prices traded lower or uncertain in the
early week, but on Thursday and Friday prices recovered
sharply higher. Soy bean was on fire from the lower side
level. Soy tested around the decade’s low, soy oil
remained negative as predicted but soy meal still far
above from the lows.
Wheat and corn prices recovered from Tuesday, and Soy
also recovered from the negative zone. Now it is a crucial
time and we are still strongly recommending booking profit in corn and wheat on Monday as well as
on any higher opening to positive move on Tuesday. On Wednesday and Thursday prices will trade
mixed. On Friday one can sell positions. Remain a short-term trader in grains, especially in corn and
wheat as we don’t see a one side rally.
Soy and meal are moving together. Last week soy had nice recovery from the predicted lower ranges.
We still believe that soy won’t go below $815 level so close to around this level will be a great buy in
soy even on negative tariff news from China.
In fact, last week we recommended buying at $854, $836 and $821, and we are still recommending to
buy at these levels if prices go down. On short you can book profit at $888 which is a very crucial astro
resistance level. Closing above $888 for five days will confirm that the soy bottom has been achieved.
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Soy prices are only struggling
in dollar terms, but in other
currencies term like Indian
Rupee and Brazilian Real soy
prices are holding very well.
We are not recommending
any shorts in these countries
but remember that in these
countries if currencies get
stronger then prices will
come down if in dollar terms
the prices don’t move
higher.
Meal will follow soy bean. Soy oil has formed a bottom but we are not recommending any buying until
the end of September.
Mondays astro combination recommendations – Trade in and out, don’t short but close long on
Monday if you bought any around lower sides.

Monday’s trading range (September 2018 contracts):
CORN: $365.00 TO $354.00
WHEAT: $521.00 TO $507.00
SOY: $898.00 TO $875.00
SOY MEAL: $344.00 TO $335.00
SOY OIL: $29.39 TO $28.77
ENEGRY
For the last two weeks oil prices have been hanging around
$73.88 level without making any side major movement.
Iran sections news have turned many traders bullish, but
still our astro indicators are not giving any sign of a bullish
trend above $73.88 level and until our astro trend doesn’t
turn bullish, we won’t recommend any buying in oil for the
medium and longer term. I trust my theory 100%, and in oil
we came 100% accurate in the last 20 years. There is no
module out there which could break our accuracy track record in predicting oil.
We still recommend selling oil at $73.88 level; if oil closes above this level for five days then we may
think to raise some targets on the higher side but we don’t see that happening so no need to even
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think twice on our view. On the lower side we don’t see oil going below $65.00 level, and in fact a few
weeks back we recommended covering all shorts in oil at $65.88 level when it tested that after
achieving $74.00 level and that prediction was proven right and made a lot of money for traders.
On Monday in Asia oil market will trade mixed but we are recommending selling oil, heating oil and
RB Gas on the higher side on Monday without fear so watch our daily report and ranges closely.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, we see both sides movement continuing so trade in and out, and once
again oil will try to break the higher side but will fail.
On Thursday and Friday, a big sell-off may occur in oil so get ready to sell more positions on the higher
sides.
Stay away from energy stocks; selling is recommended on the higher sides. As predicted ERX won’t go
above $40.55 level so this is the selling level. On the lower side ERX may hold $32.70 level.
Natural gas will trade in the mixed trading pattern. Trade in and out as mentioned in daily trading
ranges. On the higher side it will struggle to close above $2.98 and on the lower side it will hold $2.82.
Closing below $2.82 will open the door for it to test $2.68.
Monday astro combination recommendations for oil – On Monday we are still recommend selling
oil, heating oil and RB Gas only on higher sides. Stay away from energy stocks and natural gas.

Monday’s trading range (August 2018 contracts):
OIL: $74.48 to $72.61
NATURAL GAS: $2.86 to $2.80
HEATING OIL: $2.1975 TO 2.1410
RB GAS: $2.1270 TO $2.0880
CURRENCY
Last week most of the currencies traded as predicted. Dollar
was in our selling list at around 95.00 and that
recommendation was proven very right. Now most of the
currencies are entering into an uncertain cycle or in both
sides move, but still dollar will have a limited higher side. Now
it is important to see which level to watch or when to buy
back dollar because still our longer-term view is very bullish
on USD.
According to the astro cycle, 92.00 level will be crucial because Moon pushed USD sharply higher
once it traded five days around that level so I watch each point or level with five days cycle closely
and that is how they become my astro support or resistance levels.
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Mexican Peso performed amazingly well out of all the major emerging market currencies, and still
most of the emerging market currencies are our favorite so stay long without looking at technical
charts and other fundamental news because our trade record is very good in the currency market with
good higher-level accuracy level. Buy Brazilian Real, Indian Rupee and Argentina Peso. Stay long in
Mexican Peso book small profit in it and put that profit in Brazilian Real. Most of these currencies will
provide you good returns in the next two weeks.

Amongst the Frontline currencies you should avoid trading Japanese Yen and Franc at this stage
because they will trade mixed without any clear directions. On Monday both these currencies will
trade mix but on Tuesday they will gain value. On Wednesday both sides movement will come. Buy
Yen and Franc on Thursday at the lower side as on Friday we see big movement will come on higher
side in both these currencies.
On Monday buy small positions in Australian and New Zealand dollar on Friday. Stay away from
Canadian dollar. One can close long in these commodity currencies on the higher side on Tuesday.
Higher side profit booking is recommended, or trade in and out for the rest of week. We recommend
subscribing to the daily flash news for day trading ranges.
On Monday Euro and Pound will remain in a positive trading pattern in Asian and European markets
but they will give away gains in late USA trading sessions or on Tuesday so plan your trades
accordingly. As stated last week, there is still some more juice pending in these currencies but
remember that Euro will have a difficult time closing above 1.1888 level and Pound 1.3568 so sell
positions around these levels. The short term astro support for Euro will be at 1.1555 and Pound at
1.3078.
On Wednesday most of currencies will trade on both sides so trade in and out.
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On Thursday and Friday, most of the Frontline currencies will lose value so selling is recommended in
Euro, Pound, Australian dollar and Canadian dollar.
Dollar will have an interesting day either on Thursday or Friday, as a huge upside price move may
come. From Monday to Wednesday remain a short-term trader, as dollar will try to gain but will fail.
Monday astro combination recommendation – Stay long in emerging market currencies, trade in and
out in most of frontline currencies, buy on weakness in most of currencies.

Monday’s trading range: (September future Contract)
DOLLAR INDEX – 93.98 to 93.36
AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.7475 to 0.7390
CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.7681 to 0.7607
BRITISH POUND – 1.3359 to 1.3248 (Spot – 1.3325 to 1.3228)
EURO – 1.1844 to 1.1757 (Spot – 1.1781 to 1.1698)
JAPANESE YEN – 0.9109 to 0.9061
USD/Japanese Yen - (Spot – 110.75 to 110.25)
SWISS FRANC – 1.0208 to 1.0132 (1.0137 to 1.0068)
USD/Franc - (Spot – 0.9921 to 0.9866)
New Zealand Dollar – 0.6855 to 0.6775
RUPEE – 68.89 to 68.55 (Spot)
RAND – 13.52 to 13.37 (Spot)
REAL – 3.8815 to 3.8420 (Spot)
PESO – 19.0932 to 18.9208 (Spot)
Thanks & God Bless
Mahendra Sharma
Most important book I ever written - Also we just decided to announce big discount on “2018
Financial Predictions” book, it is half year over and many are requesting for discount so decided to
offer great discount so buy it you haven’t bought. I 100% feel that every penny will be worth you spend
on this book. I want everyone to read this book so if you feel that book is not worth it after buying
and reading it, then we will give you same amount of any subscriptions of your desire. I highly
recommend you must acquire this book, some error part we cleared.
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•

•

Precious metals and base metals monthly outlook of 2018 – New price will be $99.00 from
$199
•
Global currency monthly
outlook of 2018 – New price will
be $99.00 from $199
•
USA and detail Global stocks
market with monthly cycle – New
price will be $99.00 from $199
•
Oil and energy market
monthly outlook of 2018 – New
price will be $75.00 from $155
•
Crypto Currency market
monthly outlook of 2018 – New
price will be $55.00 from $99
•
Indian & Global market,
metals, energy and Rupee monthly
outlook of 2018 – New price will be $115.00 from $195
For complete “2018 Financial predictions” book - New price will be $155 from $395
I think this is the best I can do for you. Here you can acquire most detailed book ever written
about what would happen in coming time in every market, commodities, and
currencies: https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/2018-financial-predictions-book.php
This is what we stated yesterday: To get a complete feel of 2018, the 2017, was
very simply a year with a bullish trend, if you have bought market, crypto
currency, energy and base metals then you did well without using much of your
brain and logic. 2018 on the other hand will be a completely different year. I
highly recommend reading “2018 Financial Predictions” book from cover to
cover to get a complete feel of 2018. Many readers have the habit of jumping
directly to the chapter they are interested in but don’t make this mistake this
time. Even if you are metal trader you must-read the dollar section, what other
commodities will be doing, and what the market’s and crypto’s trend will be, so
please read the book in detail.

The Indian market is our favorite one in 2018, so stay long in Indian market ETF’s and stocks.
Sent – 8 July 2018, 03.00 PM Santa Barbara
Chart are taken from ino, kitco and Trading charts websites.
Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!
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Disclaimer:
Mahendraprophey.com services are provided to you for informational purposes only and none of the information on the website or letters
should be construed as recommendations to buy or sell a particular security, future contracts or a solicitation of offers to buy or sell a
particular security. The author may make available, certain information related to the potential price movement of particular securities, but
such information is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an endorsement or recommendation.
Readers are strongly advised to use their own judgment, conduct research and to question everything that they read. The information is
generic in nature and is not targeted at individuals or individual circumstances. All opinions are simply opinions.
All of the content published on Mahendraprophecy.com and by Mahendra Sharma is to be used for informational purposes only and without
warranty of any kind.
Trading of securities, futures market and other financial instruments may not be suitable for all users of this information. Trading stocks and
investing in the stock, options and futures market in general has large potential rewards. However, they also have large potential risks of
losing money.
Traders should consult their own financial advisors regarding any securities transaction, and be responsible for their own investment
decisions. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Reading daily range: When we predict a weaker trend it means that prices can break on the lower side and can
trade below the predicted lows.
When we predict a positive trend, it means that the daily price can break on the upside and can trade higher than
the predicted price.
Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on www.mahendraprophecy.com, under US and International
laws. There will be heavy penalties and severe legal actions will be taken against individuals, groups, or firms who reproduce,
copy, edit or forward our work in any way, shape or form without the authorized consent of Mahendra Sharma.
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php
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